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Stella Conran
The colours of Italy,2020
Acrylic on Board
This painting demonstrates the bright and beautiful colours of Italy reflecting on the 
water.
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Nery Ashri
The Calm Desolation of the Soul, 2020
Mixed media on card

One’s body is split in three. First, the 
face – the storyteller, the performer, 
the façade. Then comes the soul – the 
Springwell of emotion. The empath. 
And last lays the mind – cold calculator, 
merciless adjudicator. The Calm Desolation 
of the Soul stands to present the nature 
in which the façade can betray the soul, 
and the mind enact as its tyrant. Utilising 
mixed media, such a contrast was drawn, 
comparing the calm face with the cold-
tinted gloom of the body.

Chelsea Allen
The Scream of The Living, 2020
Paint

This piece was created reflecting the art work 
of Rene Magritte, Edward Munch and Gordon 
Benett. The Art of Living by Magritte was the 
inspiration to paint the subject as a centre 
piece on the canvas with a plain background



diversity and interest to work. The types of flowers I used 

Haylie Beale
Untitled, 2020

The techniques and themes in 
my painting were inspired by 
three famous artists. Inspiring 
the flower heads, the Starry 
Night themed sky and birds 
of different species cuddled 
on a branch. The title of the 
artwork, 6,000 years. Linking 
to the theme I have in it being 
a book and shows story good 
omens. I layered the paint and 
strokes close together to go 
with the styles of the chosen 
artists to bring some kind of 
for the heads of the dove and crow, were supposedly to match the characters in a 
way. the way the to stare out into the night as they cuddle together watching it all. To 
represent the 6,000 years in good omens the pair of Crowley and Aziraphale [in the 
forms of birds, to represent them] had spent together.

Haylie Beale
Untitled, 2020



Piper Bedford
Helping Hands, 2020

My original appropriation painting was 
inspired by various artist including, Banksy. 
I used three artistic movements to develop 
my painting through the use of imagery. 
The movements used in my art piece 
included Pop Art for a bright background, 
Street Art to represent the human figure in 
my painting, and Indigenous Art. Materials 
used include acrylic paints, various paint 
brushes including the top of handle to 
create the dots and a pallet knife.

Xiomara Bishop
My Mother’s Glance, 2020

I have been inspired by Tony Natsoulis to create 
a clay bust of my mother.  I applied Natsoulis’ 
clay techniques to show my mother’s emotions 
and to bring her to life.  To capture her 
sculptural features I used coiling and modelling 
techniques to develop the facial elements.



Emily Bligh
Tortuga Roja, 2020

My name is Emily Bligh and the title of my 
appropriated painting is ‘Tortuga Roja.’ this 
art piece has used two different mediums, 
lead pencil and water colour paint. This piece 
shows my love for the underwater world. 

Philip Bowran
Me, Myself and I, 2020

My clay sculpture portrays me as it represents 
my facial features and emotions through the use 
of several artistic techniques.



Madeline Bush
Sunset Silhouette, 2020
Acrylic on board

Painting of a mix of Vincent Van 
Gogh’s “Wheatfield with Cypresses”, 
Rene Magritte’s “The Happy Donor” 
and Claude Monet’s “San Giorgio 
Maggiore at Dusk”.

Harper Byng
Riot on a beach, 2020

My piece was a combination of art from 
Banksy, Andy Warhol and Salvador Dali. I 
made use of predominantly bright and hot 
colours to evoke sense of happiness and 
wonder.



Sadie Caynes-Henry 
Cloud 9, 2020
Acrylic on board

My artwork depicts one’s internal 
connection with nature and how their 
elements are within them. The wave 
in her hair shows her element: water, 
with the clouds representing air and 
the flowers representing earth. By 
incorporating these elements her 
connection with nature is shown.

Han Ren Chooi
Self, 2020

I have employed a range of hand building 
techniques to construct a likeness of 
myself in clay.  Attempting to capture “in 
the round’ my facial features and a slight 
insight into my personality.



Isabella Clacherty
The Stolen Balloon, 2020

The works of Banksy, Will Ferreira, and 
Claire Foxten were merged to create a new 
piece that unites the political and societal 
ideologies of the three artists. One of 
Banksy’s most famous works often referred 
to as the ‘girl with the red balloon’, was 
combined with the Imagery of a hot air 
balloon from Will Ferreira’s; manipulating 
the meaning of the drifting balloon. The 
colour techniques and coordination used in 
Claire Foxten’s work was incorporated to 
move the eye from each element in the piece 
and cohesively blend the various imagery 
in the work. The bright colours of her work 
significantly contrasts the darker themes of 
the piece and demonstrates the oppression 
and ignorance that drowns the girl, allowing 
her balloon to continue to fly away. 

Emma Charlotte Cox 
Unnamed, 2020
Acrylic on board

“Man, I just really needed something 
on the board and that’s what you got”.



Emily Dash
Cupcake Cat, 2020

The design of my artwork has been influenced greatly from the following techniques; 
aboriginal art, Pop Art as well as Surrealism.   Furthermore, the design has displayed my 
personality through the techniques used by incorporating several of my hobbies. 

Piper Crag
Crying in The Night Sky, 2020
Paint

Crying in The Night Sky comprises of Roy Lichtenstein’s Drowning Girl; Banksy’s No Future 
and Vincent Van Gogh’s Starry Night. This piece is heavily in the eye of the beholder and 
opened to their many interpretations.



Chloe de Lange
One last mission, 2020
Media-Paint on a broad

Artist statement- In this piece, I have chosen to take inspiration from three famous artists 
with very different styles ranging from Street art, Pop art and lastly Impressionism. I have 
rearranged and selected various elements from within the individual works to create an 
original design. While also learning many different technics so that I can improve my own 
art skills. 

Olivia Dombrowski
Honest
My appropriation painting titled “Honesty” created by myself captures the few memories 
of peace in life creating movement for many who suffer from depression.  The styles of 
painting influencing this work are by artists such as Michael Angelo, Andy Warhol and 
Banksy.  A large contrast of colours can be displayed, as well as animals and trustworthy 
hands passing hope through art.



Cadence Down 
Mother Nature, 2020
Mixed Media

This is a mixed media art piece created on 
card with graphite, coloured pencils and water 
colour paint. It was inspired by Ella Mervi, 
using aspects of nature incorporated into the 
piece. The woman is ‘Mother Nature’ and is 
meditating in a pond, she is using the powers 
of her mind to become at one with nature and 
is causing a disruption of the natural state of 
flora around her and lifting it into the air.

Amy Ebbs
yolk”, 2020
Acrylic on board

There is no philosophical meaning reflected 
in this artwork, I was just very fascinated and 
eager to paint the egg on his head as well as 
face the challenge of his painting hands in an 
intricate pose. 



Monica Fewster
Elephant in Town, 2020
Paint and board

This piece had used elements from a variety of art movements to create a cohesive 
combination of movements. These movements include surrealism, pop art and 
expressionism. The inspiration for this piece draws from Salvador Dali, Andy Warhol and 
Edvard Munch.

Joshua Feekings
My Sculpture Witha Mustache, 2020
Clay

This clay bust is meant to represent myself in the 
future as I am growing a mustache and will still be 
probably skinny. I love mustaches and it makes me 
look cool.



Amelia Gray
Untitled, 2020
Mixed media drawing

This piece shows a woman slowly getting 
consumed by nature, and in turn, becoming 
one with it.

Chloe Hawkins
The Transition, 2020

Surrealist illustrator, Paul Jackson, 
through incorporating stretched and 
revealing elements within the design, 
inspires this piece.  I have depicted my 
self-image through tonal rendering 
and extending the composition with 
a lizard’s skull and textural exterior 
ripping from my forehead.  



Alexandra Horton
Clay Self-Portrait, 2020
Clay

This piece is a sculptural interpretation 
of myself, of which captures my aesthetic 
simplicity and personal self-image, and 
is reflective of my own individuality. 
Techniques used to portray this perception 
include coiling and slabbing. This approach 
allows me to capture the nature of my 
physical appearance within a bust.

Ning-Hsin (Kate) Hsu
Caged freedom, 2020
Paint, brush

''The Therapeutist Bird Cage Man'' is painted by Rene Magritte. 
Magritte's works are conceived of as riddles. In them, he ex-
plores the mysteries lurking in the unexpected juxtaposition of 
everyday things, involving the viewer in a self-induced disori-
entation. His paintings exclude symbols and myths; everything 
is visible. The ''Original oil painting 9 koi fish'' is painted by 
Enxu Zhou. Those colourful fishes as the free children who has 
interest and their own ambition. They decided their own life 
no other people. The colourful fishes contrast strongly with the 
white bird in the cage. The White bird. Original oil painting 
is painted by Wolga Yaguzhinskaya. The white bird as a child 
who deprived of interest and ambition, he was forced into an 
environment he was not good at. The cage man focuses on 
Asian parents depriving their children (white birds) of their 
interest and ambitions and force them into an environment 
(water) that is not suitable for them. Finally, the children are 
drowned in the expectations of their parents. The colourful fish 
represent the children with freedom, who has interest and their 
own ambition. They decide their own life, not decided by other 
people. The colourful fish, contrast strongly with the white bird 
in the cage. This artwork combines Surrealism , Impressionism 
and Expressionism movements. 



Lee-Rose Latta-Harms
My Inner Artist, 2020
Clay

I have captured my self-image in sculptural 
form whilst also providing the viewer with an 
insight into my character.  I have adorned myself 
in a painter’s smock, splattered in paint, and a 
scarf tying my hair back as I embark on my next 
masterpiece.

Lee-Rose Latta-Harms
Supersede, 2020
Painting

This artwork has been inspired by three different artworks from various art movements 
across history and depicts the growing advancement of technology overthrowing the old 
beliefs. The bright colours used in the machinery shows a proposed “happier” future, 
from the bleaker coloured past.



Charlotte Irving
Man in the garden, 2020
Paint and glitter

This artwork shows a man in a flower garden. The man has a flower as an eye with 
glitter over it. The man has a green coat and a yellow golden straw hat. The flowers 
make the paint pop and make the man stand out.



Sierra Jeh
Drowning, 2020

My original piece called Drowning, was created to capture and express distress and hurt 
through the use of visuals of the submerged hand and the speech bubble. The bright 
colours made the work look overcrowded, furthering the idea of having a lot on your mind 
and overthinking.  The materials that were used included acrylic paint and a wooden board, 
together with borrowed techniques from artists; Renior, Munch and Lichenstein.

Harris Jenkins
Untitked, 2020
Clay

The lack of eyes in the piece portrays the media 
and how it is blind to actual issues but only cares 
about the.



                                                                                            Dominic Johnston
                                                                                            The Darkness, 2020
                                                                                            Pencil on paper

The Batman character is a very dark character. This character inspired me to draw 
him with my face. Batman inspired me not because he is my favourite superhero. It is 
because he is a symbol. He is the darkness that is in everyone. Batman is a myth and
an urban legend. This is how I feel sometimes.

Eva Ilov
Growth Mindset, 2020
Mixed media on card
                                                                                            
My mixed media tonal drawing on card represents life and living life with a growth 
mindset. The coloured flower crown on top of the head is the “growth”, so full of life and 
colour as well as fresh, living flowers constantly growing bigger as time passes just like 
our thoughts, especially towards the things we do in life and what we get better at doing 
with the right mindset, never giving up. 



Sidiki Kesselly
Sid’s Artwork, 2020
Clay

The materials I have used within my work were 
clay, clay tools, a wooden stick, newspaper and 
a plastic bag.  The techniques used to construct 
the bust employed a range of hand building 
techniques.  I have used various textural finishes 
on different surfaces of the clay work to capture 
my various facial features.

Kiana Kiani
My City. 2020
Acrylic on board

I painted this image to resemble the night view of my hometown, Tokyo. The night view of Tokyo 
is wonderful. There are two towers in city, Tokyo Sky Tree and the Tokyo Tower. At night, both 
towers light up beautifully. The city is lined with skyscrapers and they sparkle brightly at night. 
Lights make the road look red because there are many cars on such narrow roads. This work was 
also inspired by Van Gogh's ‘Starry Night’, which was painted in blue period of Van Gogh's work, 
but I like pink more, so I created it in pink. In Tokyo, the whole city has a lot of neon light, so we 
can't see the stars very clearly. I drew the stars in hopes of one day seeing them in Tokyo.



Aaliyah Knight
Untitled, 2020
Clay sculpture

The characteristics of the female 
sculpture is intended to create emotions. 
Her face hidden by her hair portrays 
insecurity and the need of being not seen 
in the world.

Seth Larga
Forbidden Honeycomb, 2020
Sculpture

From undertaking the artist workshop 
and inspired by the art making practices 
of Carolyn V Watson I have endeavored to 
develop an abstract sculpture employing 
various materials and techniques much 
like Watson.  The rib cage structural form 
holds a precariously placed honeycomb 
ball, suspended within the exterior 
form.  I have used wrapping and binding 
techniques to create the sculpture.



Bradley Hayden Lawrence
Raven, 2020
Mixed media on card

You will never walk again, but you will fly.

Shayde Mabbutt 
Supportive, 2020
Paint, pens and graphite

This piece is based on my take on the 
people in my life and most likely on the 
people in everyone’s lives. The message 
is based on my thinking of how people 
are supportive of me and that no matter 
what, they’ve got my back in anything and 
erything. Even if they can't be right beside 
you all the time. We all have people that 
care for us even if they don’t show it.



Tara Masani
A Study in Blue, 2020

My name is Tara Masani and the title of 
this appropriated painting is ‘A Study in 
Blue.’ This painting included techniques 
of hatching and blending. I used a sponge 
to blend colours and create a 3D realism 
effect. The idea was based on the Tv series 
Sherlock Holmes. 

Molly McCarthy
Freedom, 2020
Acrylic on board with sharpie 

My artwork ‘Freedom’ was inspired by 
art movements such as Pop art and 
Realism. I wanted to create a fierce 
eagle to symbolise independence, 
strength and freedom. I used black 
and white high contrast lettering and 
a bright yellow beak, making it stand 
out on the neutral grey background.  



Charlie McDonald
Peppa Viking, 2020

I have incorporated coils to 
construct my clay bust of myself.  It 
is a horsehead instead of a proper 
human image of myself to depict my 
personality.  I have used a range of 
clay tools and techniques to develop 
the portrait bust.

Logan McGinley
My many angles, 2020

Last term I endeavoured to construct a 
self-portrait bust through applying clay 
hand building techniques inspired by the 
artist, Tony Natsoulas.  I have correctly 
capture the proportions of myself in clay 
adding a comical version of oneself.



Aeslynne Melvin
Butterfly Syndrome. 2020
Mixed Media on card

I drew myself with butterfly wings 
because I often imagine myself 
sprouting wings and flying and this 
seemed like an appropriate outlet. 
I named this piece after a song I 
wrote in 2017. The song is about 
metaphorical wings being taken from 
a butterfly by metaphorical birds who 
can’t sing.
Not pictured: birds who can’t sing.

Camryn Millar
Escape, 2020
Acrylic painting
 
My appropriation painting 
was an original piece 
inspired by Gordon 
Bennett, Fintaan Magee, 
and James Gleeson. I 
used imagery by the use 
three artists to create a 
piece that represents an 
indigenous women using 
her aboriginal heritage 
to escape personal 
problems.



Jessica Mitchell
Untitled, 2020
Painting

Tamieka Neal 
Untitled, 2020

For my artwork I painted a green background where the grass was and 
then when it dried I used multiple shades of green and yellows to make 
the grass look more realistic. I used the end of a paint brush for the dots 
in the background. 



Ben Newnham
Head, 2020

I have captured my own self-image 
in sculptural form through employing 
clay.  Using textural contrast for 
various aspects of my facial image to 
create areas of interest.

Arwyn Podesta
Cashing Out, 2020

This appropriation painting combines 
aspects of Andy Warhol, Banksy, and 
Rene Magritte art styles. The dollar signs 
represent how many businesses only 
promote LGBTQ+ rights for monetary 
gain, whilst the cloth over their heads 
symbolise the men hiding their sexuality 
from society.



Caroline Reeler
Reflections, 2020

My art piece, Reflections is an original composition drawing upon influential artists from 
various art movements throughout history, together with their imagery, to develop a 
work which explore reflective qualities and expressive painting techniques.  The viewer 
is left pondering what is the real image and which is the reflection.

Caitlin Rendon
Sea of The Mind, 2020
Graphite on Card

This piece is of the mind and that it can be 
shaped into many different thing. In this one 
the mind is thinking of the world in the water 
and how beautiful it is.



Emily Rogers
Checkers and Poverty, 2020
Acrylic on board 

The point of my artwork is determining the 
difference of a wealthy clown and a torn 
down mother. Nature is very vicious when 
you do not treat it right. Clown is very wise 
but mother is very cautious. Tea part it is 
for them now. 

Jasmine Richardson
Portrait Drawing, 2020

I have done a portrait 
of myself and 
someone else that is 
very special to me.
This drawing shows 
me at my happiest. I 
used shading to show 
the different shadows 
and contrasts. 



Joel Seaborn
Spilt Beer, 2020
Graphite on card

This piece is a self-portrait that 
represents myself connected to half of a 
deer head. 

Jorja Stewart
Bingo Van Gogh, 2020

My original painting “Bingo Van Gogh” represents nature and Vincent Van Gogh.  The 
materials used to create this piece was acrylic paint employing various mark making 
and brush techniques to create movement and energy within the design.  These have 
enabled a mood to envelope the work.  



Riley Trigg
The Unknown, 2020

In my appropriation 
painting I was inspired 
by various artists 
across a range of art 
movements; Keith 
Haring, Banksy and 
Van Gogh.  The style 
of art I chose to 
capture my paintings 
imagery employed 
Expressionism, Street 
Art and Pop Art, 
weaving through the 
canvas to depict an 
original composition.

Grace Ward
The boy in the colourful landscape, 2020
Acrylic paint, paint brush, cling wrap 

This artwork was heavily inspired by Van Goh, Monet and Banksy, selecting sections of 
their famous works to appropriate an original design.. I used Van Goghs ‘Starry Night’ sky 
and sea, Monet’s ‘Cliff walk at Pourville” for the land to create the back ground. One of 
Banksy’s most famous characters is also featured as it contrasts the background with the 
monotone colours compared to the colourful background. 



Jamie Wells
Untitled, 2020
Graphite on card

The duality of man is present in this 
graphite piece, symbolising the experience 
of disassociation with one’s body, like the 
shedding of skin alike to a serpent.

Sensen Wang
Keep thinker, 2020
Clay

The Thinker represents life and study bringing 
us a certain amount of pressure, which is 
manifested in the eyes and mouth. Deep eyes 
and generous lips express the two words of 
pressure and caution. When I made the ears and 
cheeks, I deliberately made them very rough, 
which reflects that a man has lost his smooth 
skin in response to the challenges of life. Deep 
thinker.


